of	(wiife cm" witlK>ei gaps) seems to
be	»also tfae	in	(MI) which finally
to ceil        ai the	namely 100 tig/mi TMs reduction in MI is
in	the	of Smith el ai (1976) who reported depression
of	by 2NFPD. increase in the percentage of chromo-
was       with and without gaps. The percentage of gaps induced
by t test	may also be dose dependent (Gebhart 1977) and therefore may
be t	of clastogenicity as any other chromosomal aberrations
and Richardson 1981). These authors suggested thai if gaps areaitifacts
of	and processing, the control cultures also should present a similar
k the present study gaps did not show a higher frequency in the control
set Therefore        roay be considered as sensitive indicators of chromosome
and may be included in the statistical evaluation of the data. There was
t significant increase in the inesdesice of SCEs over the base line as revealed by
t	effect in cultures exposed to 50 and 75 ug/ml. of 2NPPD. This increase
in the frequency of SCE also appears to be dose-dependent The results
obtained in the present study indicate a positive correlation between the two end
points, namely chromosomal aberrations and SCEs which are known to register
citstogeaicity and rasitagenicity respectively. 2NPPD therefore can be considered
to act as a direct mutagen. It was also found to be direct mutagen in Salmonella
typhimurium XA 98 and TA 100 (Gentile et al 1987). This was found to be
increased further in the presence of S9 when tested employing the strain TA 98.
2NPPD is an aniline derivative with a nitro-groop. It was observed by S ontag
(1981) that the aniline derivatives are biologically least active when the amino
groups are para to one another. On the other hand the activity is increased as the
amino groups become ortho to the substituted group. These compounds containing
t nitro group are better direct acting mutagens than those without a nitre group
t»d Pesmosi 19&4).
A study of the cell kinetics raveals thai 2NPPD causes retardation in the
progstss of the cell cycle with an accumulation of ceils in the first cycle. This is
in agreement with the observation of Smith et al (1976) that 2NPFD was more
potent inhibitor of blastic transformation than 4NOPD. Reduction in mitotic index
as observed in the present study finds further support in the observations on the
delay is die progression of cell cylcle recorded in Table 3.
Results thus suggest that 2NPPD is gesiotoxic in cultured lymphocytes.
Wbetiier mammals in vi vo tespood similarly wk^ exposed lo the cheoiic^i needs
to be examined*
md Gopiaath

